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ABSTRACT.   Let (X, 0X) be a reduced analytic space and let K be

a compact, holomorphically convex subset of X.  It is shown that analogs

of Cartan's Theorems A and B are valid for coherent analytic sheaves on K.

This result is applied to the study of the algebra of germs on K of functions

holomorphic near K.   In particular, characterizations of finitely generated

ideals, prime ideals and homomorphisms are obtained.

1.  Introduction.  This paper deals with what might be called the "semi-

local" theory of holomorphic functions: algebras of germs of holomorphic func-

tions on a Compact subset of an analytic space. More precisely, let (X, 0X) be

a reduced analytic space for which the global holomorphic functions separate

points, and let Kbe a compact subset of X. The space TÍA", 0X) of sections

is an algebra over C, with a natural projective limit topology. We may also view

elements of TiK, 0X) as functions holomorphic near K, and we let HxiK) de-

note the closure of TiK, 0X) in C(K)\ HxiK) is a Banach algebra, and the rela-

tionship between TiK, 0X) and HKiK), which we discuss in §2, allows the

application of Banach algebra techniques, which prove useful in a number of

places.

We say that K is holomorphically convex (in X) if every nonzero, contin-

uous, complex-valued homomorphism of TiK, 0X) arises from evaluation at a

point of K. Compact holomorphically convex sets share the most important

properties of Stein spaces, in that analogs of Cartan's Theorems A and B are

valid for them (Theorem 3.1). We also derive (Theorem 3.2) a strong converse

to this result. These two theorems generalize to analytic spaces results obtained

by F. R. Harvey and R. 0. Wells, Jr. [15] for Stein manifolds. The techniques

involved in the present paper are quite different from those employed by Harvey
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and Wells since, in this more general context, envelopes of holomorphy are

unavailable. One effect of these theorems is that the analytic space X may be

assumed, without loss of generality, to be a closed subvariety of some open set

inC".

In §4, we discuss the ideal theory of the ring T(K, 0X). Unlike the local

rings X0X, the ring r(K, 0X) need not be Noetherian, and one thrust of our

investigation is the determination of those ideals which are finitely generated

(Theorems 4.1-4.5).  In particular, we obtain a form of the Nullstellensatz

for finitely generated ideals (Theorem 4.2). As in any ring, the prime ideals

in T(K, 0X) play a central role, and we derive a structure theorem for the

prime ideals (Theorem 4.7). Among the applications of this result is an alter-

nate proof (Theorem 4.10) of a result due to Y.-T. Siu [18] which characterizes

those compact sets K for which the ring Y(K, Qx) is Noetherian. We also give

a number of examples which illustrate the possible pathologies in the non-

Noetherian case.

In § 5, we take up the study of algebra homomorphisms T: T(K, 0X) —*

T(L, 0Y) where (Y, Oy) is an analytic space and L is a compact subset of Y.

In Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3, we show that all such homomorph-

isms arise from holomorphic maps; this generalizes some of the results obtained

by the author in [22] and [23]. In case L is holomorphically convex and T is

a surjection, we are able to obtain much more definitive results (Theorem 5.6).

Some of this work was announced in [24] and [25].

The author whould like to express his thanks to R. Hamsher, S. Schanuel

and S. Yuan for several helpful comments on ring theory.

2. Preliminaries.  In this section we collect some definitions, notations

and results which will be used later.

Let (X, 0X) be an analytic space (all analytic spaces are assumed to be

reduced) and let K be a compact subset of X. The elements of T(K, 0X) are

sections of the sheaf 0X over K, and we may identify them with germs on K of

functions near K. We follow the common practice of not distinguishing between

a function holomorphic near K and its germ on K. To avoid confusion in the

only place it seems likely to occur, we will write xffor the germ of the func-

tion / at the point x in A", and f(x) for its value at x.  If U and V are open

subsets of X with K C U C V, there are natural maps pvu: P(V, 0X) —►

r(U, 0X) and pv: T(U, 0X) -*■ T(K, 0X)\ the family {T(U, 0X); pvu}, where

U, V range over all open sets containing X, is a projective system and the pro-

jective limit is T(K, Qx). We equip T(K, 0X) with the finest locally convex

topology which renders all the maps pv: r(U, 0X) —► F(K, 0X) continuous.

By a result of Allan, Dales and McClure [26], an arbitrary subset E of
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TiK, 0X) (convex or not) is closed in this topology if and only if pfjliE) is

closed in r(£/, 0X) for each open set U containing K.  With this topology,

TÇfC, 0X) is an algebra over C and a generalized ¿F space; we refer to [9] for

further information about this topology.

We use HxiK) to denote the uniform closure in C(K) of TiK, 0X). Then

HxiK) is a commutative Banach algebra with unit.  By the spectrum of HxiK)

(respectively TiK, 0X)) we mean the space Sp HxiK) (respectively Sp TiK, 0X))

of continuous, nonzero homomorphisms of HxiK) into C (respectively, TiK, 0C)

into C), equipped with the Gelfand topology. We denote the Gelfand transform

of an element / by /. The following result summarizes some material from [15],

[22] and [23].

Proposition 2.1. Every homomorphism of TiK, 0X) into C is continuous.

The natural map Sp HxiK) —► Sp TiK, 0X) is a homeomorphism onto.  In

particular, Sp TiK, 0X) is a compact Hausdorff space.

The chief significance of Proposition 2.1 is that it gives us access to the

machinery of uniform algebras.  For general information about uniform algebras

we refer to the books by Gamelin [11] and Stout [19]. The book by Gunning

and Rossi [14] and the lecture notes by Narasimhan [17] are good references

for general information about holomorphic functions and analytic spaces.  For

the little bit of ring theory that is needed here, we refer to Nagata [16].

We say that the analytic space iX, 0X) is separated if for each x, y in X

with x =£ y we can find a function / in IYA, 0X) such that fix) =£ fiy). If

iX, 0X) is separated then the evaluation map K —► Sp TiK, 0X) is a homeo-

morphism (it is always continuous); in this case we will suppress the mapping

and simply view K as a subset of Sp TiK, 0X)- The set K is said to be holo-

morphically convex in X if K = Sp TiK, 0X).  If K has a neighborhood basis

in X consisting of open Stein subspaces, then it is easily seen to be holomorphi-

cally convex, but an example due to Bjork [5] shows that the converse need not

hold.  Some further information about holomorphically convex sets in Stein

manifolds can be found in [15].

The following result gives a useful criterion for holomorphic convexity

and illustrates the use of Banach algebra techniques.

Proposition 2.2. Let X be a closed subvariety of the open set S2 in C",

let K be a compact subset of X and let f : Sp TiK, 0X) —* C" be given by

?0¿0 = (vC?i)> • • • . <P(z„))- If the range of f is a subset of K, then K is holo-

morphically convex.

Proof.   Observe first that f(x) = x for each x in K.   Thus it suffices to

show that f is one-to-one. To this end, let ¡p be in Sp TiK, Qx) and let /be in
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r(K, Ox). Since Sp T(K, Ox) = Sp HX(K), Ç is actually a joint spectrum map

and Allan's generalization of the usual functional calculus [1], [2] shows that

there is an element g in HX(K) for which g - f° Ç. On the other hand, it is

clear that f\K - f = g\ K, and that K contains the Silov boundary of HX(K), so

that in fact /= g on Sp T(K, 0X). Thus, f(¡p) = <p(f) = f° M) = /(?(</>))•

Since the Gelfand transforms of functions in r(K, 0X) separate the points of

Sp V(K, 0X), we conclude that <p - ÇQp) is a point of K, which completes the

proof.

Note that the above argument remains valid if we replace F(K, 0X) by

any subalgebra which contains the coordinate functions. Thus, Proposition 2.2

is a generalization of Theorem 3.7 of [21].

3. Compact holomorphically convex sets.  In this section we establish

the properties of compact holomorphically convex sets which are vital in suc-

ceeding sections. Our basic result is the following theorem, which shows that

compact holomorphically convex sets enjoy a fundamental property of Stein

spaces.

Theorem 3.1. Let (X, 0X) be a separated analytic space and let K be a

compact, holomorphically convex subset of X. If Pisa coherent analytic sheaf

on K then

(A) XP is generated by T(K, F) as an xOx-module for each x in K;

(B) Hq(K, F) = Oforallq>l.

Proof.   We begin by developing some machinery which will allow us to

transfer both assertions into C".  Since K is compact, only finitely many of the

irreducible branches of X meet K.  As the assertions depend only on behavior

near K, there is no loss in assuming that X is finite dimensional. By [14, Corol-

lary C8, p. 223], there are functions fx.fN in r(X, 0X) such that the

map F = (fx,. . . , fN): X —* CN is one-to-one.

Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on K; by a theorem of Cartan [8], F

has an extension to a coherent analytic sheaf (which we continue to denote by

F) on an open set U0 containing K.  Let Ux be any open, relatively compact

subset of U0 which contains K (Ux will be specified later); then F\UX is a

homeomorphism so that W, = F(UX) is a locally compact subset of C^. Hence

there is an open subset Sl of C^ such that Wx is a closed subset of Sl. Thus,

F\UX: Ux —* Sl is a proper mapping and Wx is a closed subvariety of Sl.

Since Sp P(K,0X) = Sp HX(K) = K, F(K) is the joint spectrum of the

elements fx, . . . ,fN in HX(K).  By a fundamental lemma of Arens and Calderón

[3], there are functions fN+ x, . . . , fM in HX(K) and a polynomial polyhedron

PCQM such that G(K) C P and ir(P) C Í2, where G = (fx, . . . , fM) and
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n: CM —► C^ is the projection on the first N coordinates.  Since TiK, 0X) is

dense in HxiK), we can in fact choose the functions fN+1, . . . ,fM tobe

holomorphic in some neighborhood U2 of K, and we may assume that í/2 C {/,.

Set W2 = F(£/2), W3 = G(i/2).  As above, we see that W2 and W3 are closed

subvarieties of open subsets of CN and CM, respectively. Observe that rr is a

holomorphic homeomorphism of W3 onto W2, but need not be a biholomorphism.

Let E = F*F, the direct image sheaf on Wx. By Grauert's Direct Image

Theorem [12], E is a coherent analytic sheaf.  Set V = ■n~1iWl) n P, so that

V is a closed subvariety of P, and let n~x E be the inverse image sheaf on V.

Let A be the sheaf on V associated with the presheaf

Ao(Ö) = 7r-1E(0®OK(0

where the tensor products are taken as n~10w -modules.  The sheaf A is the

so-called "analytic pull-back" and, by a theorem of Grauert and Remmert [13],

is a coherent analytic sheaf.

Since the maps F\U2, G and rr \ W3 are all homeomorphisms, we see that

(tt| W3)-1 E = G*F is a coherent sheaf of 0W -modules. We define a sheaf map

$: A I W3 —* (rr| W3)-1 E as follows.  If y is in W3 and o is in yik \W3) then

since yA = yin~lE)® y0v, a has a representation of the form a = S[((3f ®7,)|W3]

where ßt E y(7r~ x E) and y¡ E y 0v. Note that rCl EI W3 = (ir| W3)_ ' E. Set

i^(a) = 2 (TjlW^Xß,-! W3).  It is easy to see that 1// is a well-defined homomorph-

ism of sheaves of 0K-modules.  If Q is an open subset of W3 and h E (G„F)(o),

set h = h o (îr| W3)~1 o 77 and note that n is a section of the sheaf tt- ! E over

the open set rC! (rr(0) n P in K. A direct computation shows that i//(n" ® 1) =

A, so that \¡/ is a surjection.

We are now ready to prove (A).  Let x be a point of K and set y = G(x).

Since A is a coherent analytic sheaf and F is a Stein space, Cartan's Theorem

A implies that   A is generated by global sections (as an 0 j/-module). Hence

yiGçT) is generated, as an O^-module, by sections in r(G(AT), G*F), and XT

is generated as a G~l0^-module (and a fortiori as an 0^-module) by sections

in TiK, F).

In order to establish (B), we work with Cech cohomology, following the

usual notation and terminology, as set forth in [14], for example. Let U be an

open cover of K (which we may assume to be finite) with nerve W(U), and let

t be an element of CqiUiU), F), the family of t7-cochains of F relative to N(ü).

If t is a cocycle, we wish to establish the existence of a refinement \J of U and

refining map o: 1/ —> U such that o*t, which is an element of CqiUiV), F), is

actually a coboundary.

Observe first of all that there is no loss in assuming that U = {Ql,..., g/}
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is actually a family of relatively compact open subsets of U0 ; set Ux = U Q¡.

Then W = {F(QX), . . . , F(Qj)} is an open cover of Wx and W = {n~lF(Qx)

C\P,..., n~lF(Qj) OP} is an open cover of V. Since a cochain is just an indexed

family of sections of a sheaf over certain intersections of elements of the cover, there

are induced cochains FmT in C(N(W), E), ir~ 1F*t in Cq(N(W), v~x E) and

7r-1F+r ® 1 in C9(N(W')> A).  Direct computations verify that these cochains are

actually cocycles.  Since A is a coherent analytic sheaf on V, Cartan's Theorem B

implies the existence of a refinement W" = {HX,H2,..., H¡} of W", and a refining

map o0: W" —> W' such that a = OqKtt-1/^!-) 01] is a coboundary. Let I/' =

{//j n W3, . . . , H¡ n W3 }, and observe that (a\W3) E C«(N(V'), A\W3) and

is a coboundary. The homomorphism i//: A|W3 —► (îrl^)-1 E induces a homo-

morphism

^*: C(W(l/'), A|W3) -> C(W(l/'), (rrl^r1 E),

which may be seen to preserve cocycles and coboundaries; hence 1/^(0: IW3) is a

coboundary.

Let 1/ = {G~1(Hl n W3).G~l(Hi n W3)}; evidently, 1/ is an open

cover of K which refines (J, and the refining map a0 induces a refining map

0: 1/ —* U. Since G is a homeomorphism and G^F = (ttIK^)-1 E, we have the

induced homomorphism

G*1: CQKV), GW1 E) — C'(W(l/), F)

which again preserves cocycles and coboundaries.  A direct computation now

shows that G*l[\p*(a\W3)] = o*r, so that a*T is a coboundary. This establishes

(B).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 which we have given is completely different,

and much more complicated, than that given by Harvey and Wells [15] for com-

pact holomorphically convex subsets of a Stein manifold.   This is because

Harvey and Wells were able to exploit the fact that an open subset of a Stein

manifold has an envelope of holomorphy which is again a Stein manifold.  Since

an open subset of an analytic space (even a Stein space) need not have a nice

envelope of holomorphy, we, of necessity, were forced to use other techniques.

The following is a strong converse to Theorem 3.1. Note that we do not

need to assume anything about the supply of functions in r(A", 0X).

Theorem 3.2.  Let (X, 0X) be an analytic space and let K be a compact

subset of X.  Assume that Hl(K, F) = 0 for all coherent analytic subsheaves F

of (0X\K)M, for each M.   Then there is an open set U, containing K, which is

biholomorphically equivalent with a closed subvariety of an open set in some

CN.   The set K is holomorphically convex in U.
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Proof.  As in the proof of Theorem 20 [14, p. 246], it follows that

(i)  for each x, y in K with x i= y, there is a function / in TiK, 0x) such

that/(x) =£/(» 0-e., TiK 0X) separates the points of AT);

(ii)  for each x in K there are functions ft./„in TiK, 0X) such that

(/j, . . . , fn) maps a neighborhood of x biholomorphically onto a closed sub-

variety of some polydisk in C" (i.e., TiK, 0X) provides coordinates on K).

By utilizing the compactness of K and K x K, we can find a finite family

{gv g2, ■ . . , gN} in TiK, 0X) which separates points and provides coordinates

on K.   Hence there is an open set U' containing K, on which the functions gv

. . . , gN are analytic, separate points and provide coordinates. Thus, if U is

open, relatively compact in U' and contains K, igv . . . , gN) maps U biholo-

morphically onto a closed subvariety of some open set in C^.

In order to show that K is holomorphically convex in U, observe first that

the map K —► Sp TiK, 0X) is injective.  If v? is in Sp TiK, 0X) and not in the

range of this map, then for each x in K there is a function h in the kernel of ¡p

such that /¡(x) i= 0.  A compactness argument enables us to find functions hv

. . . , hM in the kernel of tp with no common zero on K   Let p: iOx\K)M —►

iOx\K) be the sheaf homomorphism defined by

P(<*i. • • • ,Oaí) = Z«A-

Then p is surjective; since HliK, ker p) = 0 by assumption, it follows that

p*: TiK, iOx\K)M) —» TiK, iOx\K)) is also surjective. Hence there are func-

tions h\, . . . ,h'M in TiK, 0X) such that 2hih\ = 1.  But this contradicts the

fact that the kernel of ip is a proper ideal, and this contradiction completes the

proof.

As a consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we see that, in the study of

compact holomorphically convex sets and the algebra TiK, 0X), there will be

no loss of generality if we assume AT to be a closed subvariety of an open subset

of some CN. This assumption will occasionally be convenient.  When we speak

of a compact holomorphically convex set in an analytic space which is not

assumed to be separated, we simply mean a compact set which satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, and hence has a neighborhood which is separated,

and in which it is holomorphically convex in the sense we have previously used.

We now proceed to draw several consequences of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

The first one follows by the argument used in the last paragraph of the proof

of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.3.   If K is a compact holomorphically convex subset of X,

then the maximal ideals of TiK 0X) are precisely the sets Mx = {fin TiK, 0X):

fix) = 0} for some x in K.
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Corollary 3.4. If K is a compact subset of X, then K is holomorphic-

ally convex if and only if each connected component of K is holomorphically

convex.

Proof. Assume that K is holomorphically convex. If K0 is a connected

component of K and F is a coherent analytic sheaf on K0 , then the theorem of

Cartan [8] cited previously allows us to extend F to a coherent analytic sheaf

on some open set U containing K0. Let i/ be any open set in X with K0 C U1

C U, and such that the boundary of U1 misses K. Let F ' be the sheaf which

is F on (7* and 0 on X - V. Then F' is a coherent analytic sheaf on K so that

H^K, F') = 0. On the other hand Hl(K, F') = Hl(KC\ Ü, F), and Ü may be

chosen to be an arbitrarily small neighborhood of K0. Since cohomology com-

mutes with inverse limits [6], it follows that Hl(K0, F) = 0, as desired.

Conversely, assume that each connected component of K is holomorphic-

ally convex and let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on K. Let K   be the quo-

tient of K by the connectedness relation and tp: K —> K   the natural map.

Since ip~l(p) is a connected component of K for each p in K , Hq(p~i(p), F)

= 0 for all q > 1.  Then by the Vietoris-Begle Theorem [6, II 11.1, p. 54]

Hq(K, F) a Hq(K*, <¿>*F) for all q > 1. But K* is totally disconnected and

compact, so that every sheaf on K* is soft. Hence Hq(K, F) = Hq(K*, <?*¥) =

0 for all q > 1, which completes the proof.

Theorem 3.5.  Let K be a compact holomorphically convex subset of X,

let U be an open set containing K and let V be a closed subvariety of U which

meets K.   Then KC\ Visa holomorphically convex subset of X and of V, and the

natural map p: F(K, 0X) —*■ T(K CtV.Oy) is onto.

Proof.   It will be convenient to make use of the remark following

Theorem 4.2 (which of course does not depend on the present theorem), and

to assume that A" is a closed subvariety of the open set SI C c"; as was prev-

iously noted, this involves no loss of generality. The natural map a: T(K, 0X)

-* P(K O V, 0X) has an adjoint a*: Sp r(K n V, 0X) —* Sp T(K, 0X). Since

Sp r(K, 0X) = K, it is easy to see that o*(y) — ($(zx),..., <p(zn)) for each <p in

Sp F(K n V, 0X). If o*Qp) = x is in K but not in V, then the remark following

Theorem 4.2 provides a function in /in T(K, 0X) for which/| F = 0 but/(x) =£ 0.

Arguing as in Proposition 2.2, we see that f(<p) = f ° o*(y) ¥= 0 but, that / = 0 on

KC\ V, which is absurd.  Hence the range of a* is a subset of K n V, so that

K D V is indeed a holomorphically convex subset of X. That K D V is holo-

morphically convex in V follows in precisely the same way.

If l(V) is the ideal sheaf of V, then the following sequence is exact:
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0_ i(K)— 0X— 0XIÎ(V)-*Q.

Since HV) is coherent, HxiK 1(F)) = 0 so that the section map TiK Qx) -*

TiK, OxUiV)) is onto; but TiK 0XIUV)) = TiK n V, 0V), so that p is onto.

4. Ideal theory. As was mentioned in the introduction, the ring TiK, 0X)

need not be Noetherian. The simplest example of this phenomenon arises

upon taking X = C, K = {0, 1, H, . . . } and letting / be the ideal of all func-

tions in TiK 0X) which vanish in some neighborhood of the origin; it is easy to

see that / is not finitely generated.  It is therefore of primary importance to

identify the finitely generated ideals, and this we now proceed to do.

Throughout this section, we assume that (A", 0X) is a separated analytic

space and that K is a compact, holomorphically convex subset of X. If F is a

nonempty subset of TiK 0X) and x EK, we let Ex be the ideal in x 0X gener-

ated by {xf:fEE}, and set SiE) = \JEX. It is easy to see that S(F) is an

ideal subsheaf of Qx\K. Our basic result is the following.

Theorem 4.1.  If E is a nonempty subset of TiK 0X) then TiK, SiE))

is the ideal in TiK 0X) which is generated by E.   The restriction of the opera-

tor S to the family of finitely generated ideals in TiK 0X) is a bijection onto

the family of coherent ideal subsheaves of 0X\K; its inverse is the map J —►

TiK, J).

Proof.  If J is the ideal in TiK, 0X) generated by E, it is clear that

SQ) = SiE), so we need to show that / = TiK SQ)). Let g be in TiK S(/)).

For each x in K, there are elements fv f2, . . . , fk in J and 7j, y2, . . . , yk

in X0X such that xg = 2/Vy,.. Compactness of K then allows us to choose a

finite subset H = {hl, h2, . . . , hn} of/ such that yg E Hy for each y in K

Define a sheaf homomorphism p: iOx\K)n —► iOx\K) by setting jui^i, • • •. <*„)

= 2 hfit¡; then we have the short exact sequence 0 —* ker p —► iOx\K)" —►

SiH) —> 0.  Since HliK, ker p) = 0, the induced map ju*: TiK, iOx\K)n) —*■

TiK, SiH)) is surjective.  Since g E TiK, SiH)), we can find functions /t.

/„ in TiK, 0x) such that g = 2/^,., so that g E J.  Thus TiK S(/)) C /, and

the reverse containment is clear.

If / is finitely generated, with generators hlt . . . , hn, then SQ) =

Si{hl,. . . , hn}) is the image of a sheaf homomorphism p: iOx\K)n —*■ (0^|£)

as above, so that S(¿) is coherent. Conversely, if J is a coherent ideal subsheaf

of iOx\K), set / = TiK J). If x is in K, then Theorem 3.1(A), combined

with the definition of coherence, shows that there are elements fx.fk in

J such that y J is generated by yfx, . . . , yfk for all y in K near x.   As before,

compactness of K enables us to find functions hv . . . , n„ in / such that   J

is generated by yhl.yhn for each y in K.  Since SÇI) is certainly a
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subsheaf of J, it follows that S(J) — J, and an argument identical with that of

the first paragraph show that ft,, . . . , ftn generate /, which completes the proof.

If R is a commutative ring and / is an ideal of R, recall that the radical of

I is the ideal

rad(7) = {r: r" El, some n = 1, 2,.. .}.

The ideal / is radical if rad(/) = /.   By virtue of the Nullstellensatz, the radical

ideals in   0X correspond to the germs of varieties through X.   In the ring

T(K, 0X), we shall show that it is the finitely generated radical ideals which

correspond to varieties.

If U is an open subset of X which contains K and F is a closed subvariety

of U, then by the ideal of V we mean

id(K) = {/in F(K, Qx): f\V= 0 near K}.

If 1(F) is the ideal sheaf of V, observe that id(K) = r(K, l(V)). We frequently

suppress mention of U and simply refer to V as a variety near K.

The following result is a Nullstellensatz for finitely generated ideals.

Theorem 4.2.   77ie ideal J C T(K, 0X) is the ideal of a variety near K if

and only ifJ is finitely generated and radical.

Proof.  If F is a variety near K then id(K) = T(K, J(V)) is certainly rad-

ical, and is finitely generated by Theorem 4.1. Conversely, if J is radical and

generated by functions /,.fm which are holomorphic on the open set U

containing K, set V = {« in U: f¡(u) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. IfgE \d(V) and

x G K, the usual Nullstellensatz implies that there is an integer « such that

xg" G/^. Compactness of K allows us to conclude that there is an integer Af

such that ef* E Jy for each y in K. In view of Theorem 4.1, ¿* E J; since / is

radical, it follows that g EJ so that id(F) C /, and the reverse containment is

obvious.

We remark that if gx,. . . ,gn are generators for id(F), then the set of

common zeros ofgx.gn coincides with V in a neighborhood of K (since

x&i ' • • • ' x^n §enerates x 1(V) for each x in K). As a special case of Theorem

4.2, note that every maximal ideal is finitely generated.

The proof of the following corollary involves only a slight modification of

the proof of Theorem 4.2, and is omitted.

Corollary 4.3. The radical of a finitely generated ideal in F(K, 0X) is

again finitely generated.

If the converse of Corollary 4.3 were true, it would simplify considerably

the search for finitely generated ideals.  To see that it is not true, set X = C2,
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K = {(0, 0)} U {(1/n, 0): n - 1,2,... }  and let J be the ideal of all functions

/ in TiK, 0X) such that f/w is holomorphic near K and f/w2 is holomorphic near

(0, 0).  It is easy to see that J is not finitely generated while rad(7) is the prin-

cipal ideal generated by w.  The converse of Corollary 4.3 does hold, however,

for an important class of ideals.

Corollary 4.4.  Let J be an ideal in TiK, 0X) which is contained in a

unique maximal ideal. If rad(/) is finitely generated, so is J.

Proof. Assume that J is contained in the maximal ideal {/: fix) = 0}

and that rad(7) = id(K); clearly V C\K = {x}. If we choose g1,...,gninJ

which generate Jx then these functions vanish at x; since rad(/x) is the ideal in

x 0X which corresponds to V, the Nullstellensatz shows that gt, . . . , gn have

no other common zero in K close to x. Hence for y in K nearjc, Jy is generated

by ygx, ... , yg„, and we see that SÇJ) is coherent; an application of Theorem

4.1 completes the proof.

Proposition 45. If U is an open subset of X which contains K and A is

a nonempty subset of TiU, 0X) then the ideal in TiK, 0X) generated by A is

finitely generated.

Proof.  As we have observed, there is no loss in assuming that X is a

closed subvariety of the open set Í2 C C".  For each x in K choose a polydisk

Px centered at x and contained in Í2 for which Px n X C U.  Every function in

A then has an extension to Px; let A be the totality of all such extensions. Let

M be the ideal in x 0 „ generated by A ; M is then generated by a finite number

of functions al, . . . , a"k in A. An application of Theorem D2 in [14, p. 82]

gives a closed polydisk Dx centered about x and contained in Px, such that each

éT in A has a representation ¿T = 2/3,2) valid near Dx. If we extract a finite sub-

cover of the cover {Dx} ofK, we may see that there are functions a1, . . . , am

in A such that ya1,. .., yam generate Ay for each y E K.   It follows from

Theorem 4.1 that a1, . . . , am generate the same ideal in TiK, 0X) as A.

A similar idea yields the following topological result.

Theorem 4.6. Every ideal in TiK, 0X) is closed.

Proof. As in Proposition 4.5, we may assume that X is a closed subvariety

of the open set Q, EC". Let J be an ideal in TiK, 0X), U an open set contain-

ing K and p^. TiU, 0X) —» TiK, 0X) the natural map; by the result of Allan,

Dales and McClure [26] mentioned earlier, we only need show that pJ¡xiJ) is

closed.  If it were not, there would be functions f,fx,... in TiU, 0X) with

f¡ in Py'(/) for each /", /not in pfjlij) and /)• converging to /, uniformly on com-

pact subsets of U.   Thus there is a point x in K such that xf^Jx- Let P
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be an open polydisk centered at x and contained in Í2, such that P O X C U.

The natural map T(P, 0 „) —* T(P n X, 0X) is onto (since P is Stein) and open

(by the Open Mapping Theorem for Fre'chet spaces) so we can find functions

g, gx,... in T(P, 0C„) such that x(g\P n X) = xf.x(gt\P n X) = xf¡ and g¡

converges to g, uniformly on compact subsets of P. If M is the ideal in x 0 „

generated by ^j, xg2, . . . , then xg É M, which contradicts the usual Closure

of Modules Theorem (see [14, p. 85]).

Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6 reveal that the ideal structures of the algebras

F(K, 0X) and T(X, 0X) are quite different.  For example, the latter algebra

always contains nonclosed ideals, and the ideal of a variety (even of an irreducible

subvariety of C3) need not be finitely generated (see the discussion and examples

in [4]).

In the remainder of this section, we characterize the prime ideals in F(K, 0X)

and give a number of applications, including a proof of Siu's theorem.

If U is a neighborhood of K, V is a closed subvariety of U and p G V n K,

we say that V is essentially irreducible at p if for each open set U1 with

K C Ü C U, only one irreducible branch of V C\ U4 contains p.   (Note that if

W is an arbitrary subvariety of Uand x EK C\W then it is always possible to

choose a smaller neighborhood Ux of K such that each irreducible branch of

W n Ux which contains x is in fact essentially irreducible at x.  For, if this

were not so, the germ of W at x would have infinitely many irreducible branches.)

If V is essentially irreducible at p, it is clear that {/: (/IF) = 0 near p} is a

prime ideal; we show below that all prime ideals are of this form.

If / is an ideal in F(K, 0X), we set

Z(J) = {x in K: f(x) = 0, all/in/}.

Since every ideal is contained in a maximal ideal, Z(J) #0 unless/ = T(K, 0X).

We say that x in Z(J) is a generic point of J if every function /in P(K, Qx) for

which xf€Jx actually belongs to /.

Theorem 4.7.   /// is a prime ideal, then:

(a) each point ofZ(J) is a generic point ofJ;

(b) if p G Z(J) then there is a variety W near K, which is essentially irre-

ducible at p, and such that J = {/: (f\W) = 0 near p} ;

(c) Z(J) is connected.

Proof. Let / be a prime ideal and p a point of Z(J). Using Corollary

4.3, we can find elements/j,. .. ,fk of/ (holomorphic in the open set U, say)

which generate a radical ideal and such that pfx, . .. , pfk generate /     Set

W = {u in U: f¡(u) — 0, each i'} ; then fx, . .., fk generate id(W).
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Let Q be any open set with K C ß C U and let W n ß = \Jwj be the

decomposition of W n ß into irreducible branches (since AT is compact only a

finite number of these branches meet K). Suppose that p belonged to two of

these branches, Wy and W2 say.  Set W' = U.^i^/-  By the remark following

Theorem 4.2, there is a neighborhood Q' of K and functions ax.as, bx,

... , Z>f in r(ß', öjr) such that Wt n ß' is the set of common zeros of a1, . . .,

as and 1/ D ß' is the set of common zeros ofb1,...,br Then we can find

an / and / such that neither (a,W) nor (o.IWj) vanish identically near p. Since

./],...,/„ generate / , neither a¡ nor 6- belongs to J; on the other hand,

a¡bj E idiW) which is a subset of/.  Since / is prime, this contradiction shows

that W is essentially irreducible at p.

It is clear that iflW) ■ 0 near p for each / in /; we need to show the

converse.  So let/be a holomorphic function on a neighborhood ß of K such

that if\W) = 0 near p, and let W1 be the irreducible branch of W C\ Q which

contains p; evidently if\W¡) s 0. If H^ = W, then / E /. Otherwise, let W' be

the union of all the other irreducible branches of W n ß which meet A'. Arguing

as before, we can find a function g in TiK, 0X) such that ig\W') = 0 near K but

iglWJ is not identically zero near p. But then /£ £ / and g EJ so /E /.  This

evidently proves (a) and (b).

To establish (c), let Hv H2, . . . be a decreasing fundamental sequence of

neighborhoods of K, each of which is a subset of t/. Let Vj be the irreducible

branch of W nH- which contains p and let C- be the connected component of

VjftK which contains p.   Straightforward arguments show that each C;- is

compact, Cj D C/+1 and D C¡ = Z(/), which yields (c).

Slight modifications of the above arguments lead to the following result.

Corollary 4.8.  ¿er x be a point ofK and let I be an ideal in TiK, 0X)

for which x is a generic point.  Then:

(a) x is a generic point of rad(/);

(b) there is a variety V near K such that rad(Z) = {/: if\V) = 0 nearx};

(c) rad(/) is the finite intersection of prime ideals;

id) ZQ) = Z(rad (/)) is connected.

Recall that the Krull dimension of a commutative ring is the maximal

length of a chain of prime ideals.

Corollary 4.9. 77ie Krull dimension of TiK, Qx) is the maximum of

{dimpX: pEK}.

Proof. Consider a proper chain I0 C /t C • • • C Is of prime ideals, and

let p be in Z(/5). Then p is a generic point of each Z;-. If W0, Wx, . . . , Ws
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are the varieties associated with I0, . . . , Is and p by Theorem 4.7 (all in the

open set U containing K), then the irreducible branch of W/+ x which contains

p is a proper subvariety of the irreducible branch of Wj which contains p. Hence

s, which is the length of the sequence of prime ideals, does not exceed dimpX,

so that the Krull dimension of r(K, 0X) does not exceed the maximum of

{dim X: pEK}. The reverse inequality is straightforward.

It is appropriate at this point to describe an example which illustrates the

possible pathology of prime ideals.  Consider the mapping <p: C2 —* C3 defined

by

<p(z, w) = (z2, z3 - z, w).

Then <p is a proper map and X = >fi(C2) is a closed subvariety of C3. A simple

computation shows that <p(l, w) = <p(- 1, w) for all w, but that uj separates every

other pair of points in C2. Let L C C2 be the union of the line segments from

(-1,0) to (+ 1,0), from (0,0) to (0,1) and from (- 1,1/«) to (0,1/«) for each

n— \, 2,... ; set K « ^p(L). It may be seen that K is holomorphically convex in

X (in fact it is rationally convex in C3). Set p = (1,0,0) = <p(- 1,0) = <p(+ 1,0)

and/ = {/in r(K, 0X): pf=0}. Since X is essentially irreducible at p, I is a

prime ideal; evidently, Z(I) = K.  Note, however, that for each n, there is a

function fn in / such that the germ of/„ at <p(- 1, 1/«) is not zero.  Hence the

variety which Theorem 4.7 associates with / and the point p is X itself, while

the variety associated to / and the point <p(- 1, 1/«) is not (in fact it is an irredu-

cible branch of an appropriate neighborhood of K). Thus the dependence of the

variety upon the particular choice of generic point is in fact necessary.

Using the characterization of prime ideals given by Theorem 4.7, we give

a proof of Siu's Theorem [18], which is more elementary in the sense that we

avoid any use of gap-sheaves.

Theorem 4.10 (Siu [18]).    The ring T(K, Qx) is Noetherian if and only

ifVdK has only a finite number of connected components for each variety V

near K.

Proof.  If V n K has infinitely many connected components, at least one

of them, call it L, is not open in V r\K.   It is clear that / = {/in T(K n V, 0V):

f= 0 near /,} is not finitely generated; since the map p: F(K, Qx) —* V(K fl K, ()K)

is onto, it follows that the ideal p~l(I) = {/in T(K, 0X): (f\V) = 0 near L}

is not finitely generated, either.

In order to establish the converse, note first that by Cohen's Theorem

[16, p. 8] it suffices to show that each prime ideal is finitely generated. So

let W be a variety which is essentially irreducible at a point p in K, and set
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/ = {/in TiK 0X): if\W) = 0 near p}. Since p: TiK 0X) -»• TiK n W, 0W)

is onto and the kernel of p is id(H0, which is finitely generated, it suffices to show

that / = {gin TiK n W, 0W): pg = 0}is a finitely generated ideal in TiK n W, 0W).

Nowleti>:/V —> IVbe the normalization of Wand let ¿ = í>_1(lv'n A). By

Lemma 4 of [18], ¿ has only a finite number of connected components. We

can choose a neighborhood ß of K H W in W such that no two of these compo-

nents lie in the same connected component of v~liQ).  Let H be the union of

those components of v~xiQ) which contain a point of v~iip); then v \H is a

proper mapping of // into ß so viH) = V is a closed subvariety of ß.  On the

other hand, if g El then g ° i> vanishes near i>~1 (p) and hence in a neighborhood

of // H ¿.  But then £ vanishes near (Í fl (C) n V, so that / is the ideal of a

variety in TiK (^ W, 0W) and hence is finitely generated, which completes the

proof.

We remark in passing, that if V H K has infinitely many connected compo-

nents then id(F) is not the intersection of a finite number of prime ideals.

In a sense, the rings TiK, 0X) are "bad" in that they may not be Noether-

ian. We conclude this section by showing that this defect disappears if we

localize.

Proposition 4.11.  The localization of TiK, 0X) at any maximal ideal is

a Noetherian ring.

Proof.   Let x be in K and consider the maximal ideal Mx = {/: fix) = 0}.

Let 7: TiK, 0X) —► X0X be the natural map, and R the subring of X0X consist-

ing of those elements of the form yifyyig)-l where gix) =£ 0.  Straightforward

arguments show that 7: TiK 0X) —+ R is the localization of TiK 0X) at Mx.

To show that R is Noetherian, it suffices to show (by Cohen's Theorem [16,

p. 8]) that each prime ideal is finitely generated.  So let P C R be a prime ideal.

Evidently y~1iP) is a prime ideal in TiK, 0X) and x belongs to Z(7-1(P)).

Hence there is a variety V near K such that y~1iP)= {/: if\V) = 0 near x}.

Let f\, f2,. . . , fs generate id(K). Let g belong to y~1iP); we may suppose

that g is holomorphic on a neighborhood U of K such that V H U is a closed

subvariety of U and fv f2.fs are holomorphic on U. Write V n U =

Vl U V2 where Vi is the irreducible branch that contains x and V2 is the union

of all the other irreducible branches. Clearly (g|Kj) = 0; choose a function h in

TiK, 0X) such that n(x) ^ 0 but Qi\V2) = 0 near K. Then gh E id(F) so that

gh = 2a,-/; and t(?)7(«) = 27(a()7(/j).  On the other hand, yQi) is a unit in R,

so that 7(g) belongs to the ideal in R generated by 7(/i)> • • •, yifs)- Since gen-

eral properties of the localization insure that 7(7" ' (P)) generates P, it follows

that 7(/j), . . . , yifs) generate P, which completes the proof.
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5.  Homomorphisms.  Throughout this section (X, 0X) and (Y, 0Y) are

analytic spaces, K is a compact holomorphically convex subset of X and Z, is a

compact subset of Y. We wish to study homomorphisms T: T(K, 0X) —►

T\L, 0Y). A holomorphic map \p of a neighborhood of L into X, for which

ip(L) C K, defines by composition a unital homomorphism 7^: r(K, 0X) —♦

r(L, 0X), which we call the homomorphism induced by <p. (Note that 7\, is

determined by the germ of ip on L.) We begin by showing that, in fact, every

unital homomorphism arises in this way.   This result generalizes some of the

work in [22] and [23]. (Note.   In [22] and [23], there was an inadvertent

omission of the comment that the homomorphisms under consideration were

assumed to be unital.)

Theorem 5.1. Every unital homomorphism T: F(K, 0X) —* T(L, 0Y) "

induced.

Proof.  There is no loss in assuming that X is a closed subvariety of the

open set SI C C". Let zx, . . . , zn denote the coordinate functions, set

iPj = T(z¡) for / = 1, 2.n, and let <¿> = (y>,, . . . , ipn). If y E L then the

map / —► T(f)(y) is a unital homomorphism of F(K, 0X) into C and so is just

evaluation at some point x in K.   Evidently the image of z¡ under this map is

just <Pj(y), whence it follows that x = ip(y) and that ip(L) C K.  We are going to

show that ip maps a neighborhood of L into X and induces T.

Let U be a neighborhood of K in X. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we

can find an open set U in X with K C Ü C U, functions fn+x,. . . , fm in

r(U", 0X) and a polynomial polyhedron P in Cm such that ti(P) C Í2, tt(P) n X

C U and G(K) C P, where ir: Cm —* C" is the projection on the first « coordi-

nates and G = (zx.zn, f„ + 1, . . . , fm). Observe that G is a biholomorph-

ism of Ü with a closed subvariety of some open set in Cm and that its inverse

is 7T|G(t/).

Let A be an arbitrary compact, polynomially convex subset of P which

contains G(K) and let TG: V(A, 0 m) —► T(K, 0X) be the homomorphism

induced by G. Set 5 = T ° TQ: V(A, 0     ) —*■ T(L, 0Y).  By results of [23]

S is induced by the holomorphic map

* = (S(zx), ..., S(zm)) = (T(zx).T(zn), T(fn+X).T(fJ).

If A G TiP, 0 m) and A|(7r-1(A) n P) = 0 then TG(h) = 0 so S(h) - A ° <p = 0

near L. Since P is a Stein manifold, we can find an open set P1 with A C P1 C

P and functions hx,h2,...,hs in T(P, 0     ) such that n~l(X) n P = {pin

P1: h¡(p) — 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , s}. Thus, i/> maps a neighborhood W of L into

7T-1(A) n P.   Since it ° \¡j = y, it follows that i¿> maps IV into X, and induces

a homomorphism T^: T(K, 0X) —*■ T(L, 0Y).
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Finally, if g E TiU, 0X) then g ° n is a holomorphic function on

7r~ X(A) H P and hence has an extension g to P.   Evidently, TG(g) = g, so that

7fe) = r o tgG) = g o v = 1 • (Tfci).r(z„). n/„+i). • • •. n/m»

= g o n o (7XZl),. . . , 7Xzn), Tifn+1).TifJ) =go<p= T^ig).

Since U was arbitrary, this completes the proof.

It might be pointed out that the added complications in the above proof

(beyond those in [22] and [23]) are due precisely to the fact that X may not

be the set of common zeros of functions in T(S2, 0 „).

Corollary 5.2.   // ¿ is holomorphically convex then the induced homo-

morphism 7^: TiK, 0X) —► T(¿, 0Y) 's an isomorphism if and only if \p is a

biholomorphism of a neighborhood of L onto a neighborhood of K.

If we note that an idempotent in T(¿, QY) is just a function which is 1

near an open and closed subset and 0 near its complement, we arrive at the

following description of all nonzero homomorphisms.

Corollary 5.3. IfT: TiK, 0X) —* T(¿, 0Y) " a nonzero homomorphism,

then there are an open and closed subset ¿' of L and a holomorphic mapping

y of a neighborhood of ¿' into X with i¿>(¿') C K such that Tif) = f° <p near

¿' and Tif) = 0 near (¿ - ¿') for each f in TiK 0X).

In case ¿ is holomorphically convex and the homomorphism T: TiK, 0X)

—► T(¿, Oy) is a surjection, we can obtain a great deal more information. We

begin by distinguishing three types of surjections.  If Y is a variety near K, L =

KC\Y and T is the natural restriction, we say that T is of type 1 (see Theorem

3.5).  If y is an open subset of X, L is a compact holomorphically convex subset

of K and T is the restriction and is a surjection, we say that T is of type 2.

Finally, T is said to be of type 3 if it is an isomorphism.

Surjections of type 2 clearly arise if ¿ is a connected component of K;

that they may arise even if K is connected may be seen from the following example.

In C3, let X = {(z, w, t): zw = 0}. If n is even, let Cn be a semicircle in

{(z, w, t): z = 0} joining (0, 0, 1/n) and (0, 0, l/(n + 1)); if n is odd let Cn be

a semicircle in {(z, w, t): w = 0} joining (0, 0, 1/n) and (0, 0, l/(n + 1)).  Let

K be the closure of the union of the Cn and ¿ = {(0, 0, 0)}. It is easy to see

that K is holomorphically convex (in fact it is polynomially convex in C3); that

the restriction TiK, 0X) —► T(¿, 0X) is onto may be seen from the following

simple lemma, whose proof we omit.

Lemma 5.4.   // L is a holomorphically convex subset of K then the follow-

ing statements are equivalent:
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(i) V(K, Ox) -*J\L, Ox) is onto;

(ii)  ifxE(K-L) then there is a neighborhood U of K, no irreducible

branch of which contains x and meets L;

(iii)  ifxE(K~L) then there is a function f in r(K, Ox) such that yf =

0 for all y in L but f(x) ¥= 0.

Now we can show that every surjection is in fact the composition of sur-

jections of the type we have distinguished (and thus is a restriction followed by

an isomorphism). We begin by noting, without proof, a simple lemma.

Lemma 5.5.   // 7^: r(K, 0X) —* r(L, 0Y) is a surjection and L is holo-

morphically convex, then <p is one-to-one in some neighborhood of L.

Theorem 5.6. IfL is holomorphically convex and T: V(K, 0X) —*■ V(L, QY)

is a surjection, then T has a decomposition T = T3° T2 ° Tx, where each T¡

is a surjection of type i.

Proof.  Note first that T is unital and thus induced by a holomorphic map

ip defined near L. In view of Lemma 5.5, there is no loss in assuming that ip is

a one-to-one map of Y into X. We are going to find a variety Z near K which

contains <p(L) and such that ^ induces an isomorphism T(tp(L), 0Z) = T(L, QY);

the rest will then be easy.

Let p be a point of L and yp: Y(L, 0Y) —* p0Y the natural map. It is

easy to see that ker(7 o T) is a radical ideal which has ip(p) as generic point.

By Corollary 4.8 there is a variety p near K such that ¡p(p) G K C\ Vp and

ker(7p » T) - {f: f\Vp = 0 near «H»}.

If pp: T(K, 0X) —* y>(p)Ov   is the natural map then

ker(pp) = ker(jp ° T) 3 ker(T).

Hence there is a unique map a   which makes the following diagram commutative:

r(K, 0X)-► r(L, oY)

f(p)°Vp

Since L is holomorphically convex, op is induced by a map y>: Up —* Y

with 4i(<p(p)) = p.   Since T is induced by u?, it follows that pp = op o T is

induced by y ° 4>. On the other hand, pp is induced by the inclusion.  Hence

there is a neighborhood Ü of p in V  on which ip ° ip is the inclusion of Ü in Xp     l p r   r. p
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Thus, by choosing a sufficiently small neighborhood ß   of p in Y, we may con-

clude that \p\Q   is a holomorphic homeomorphism of ß   onto the open subset

rtßp) of vp.
Now let q be a point of ß   and carry through the above analysis for q,

obtaining the variety V , the neighborhood Qq, etc. If ß is an open subset of

ßp n Qq, then ipiQ) is an open subset of Vp and of Vq. It follows that Vp and

P^ have the same germ at <piq); hence keriyq ° T) = [f: f\Vp = 0 near <p(<7)}.

The open sets Qp cover ¿; let Q1, . . . , Qs be a finite subcover and Vl,

. . . , Vs the corresponding varieties. Set W¡ = vKß,) so that W¡ is an open sub-

set of Vt. We assert that ¡p is a biholomorphism of Q¡ with W¿.  To see this, use

Theorem 3.2 to choose functions hx.ht holomorphic near ¿ such that

h = (ftj, . . . , ht) maps a neighborhood of a point y in Q¡ biholomorphically

onto a subvariety of a polydisk in C'. The map (<plß(-)-1 is continuous and so

is holomorphic at <p()>) if h- » (¿>lß,)-1 is holomorphic at >piy) for each/.   But

if S'y E TiK 0X) with Tin} = hj, then h¡ ° (¡p\QtTx = Kj\W¡. This establishes

our assertion that \p\Q-t is a biholomorphism.

We have now constructed a collection of "local varieties."  The next step is

to show that they fit together properly. If x E Q. n ß;. then the varieties Vx,

V¡ and Vj all have the same germ at <piX). It follows that W¡ is a neighborhood

of <pix) in W = U W¡. If we now shrink each Q¡ slightly, we can be assured that

each W¡ is an open subset of W. Let ß = Uß,-; then <p is a biholomorphism of

ß onto W. Observe that: W is a subvariety of some open subset of A"; W D i/>(¿);

each Wi is an open subset of V¡ and of W; and

ker(7) ={/: (/I IV) = 0 near ̂ >(¿)}.

Unfortunately, W need not be an open subset of U V¡ (since Vx, for example,

may have extraneous branches which meet V2) and need not itself be a variety

near K.

In order to remedy this deficiency, we proceed as follows. If x EK,

choose functions/*,. . . ftx in ker(7) which generate the ideal of a variety,

call it Zx, near K, and also generate ker(7*)x. Then Zx and W have the same

germ at x. Moreover the ideal in y0x generated by /*,. . . , ff is a subset of

keriT)y for each y in <piL). It follows that the germ of Zx at y contains the

germ of W at y for each y in i/>(¿).  Choose a neighborhood M^ of x in W which

is also an open subset of Zx. Then the family {M^} is an open cover of <piL)

in W, so we can extract a finite subcover {W'v W2, . . . , Wm}\ let Z,.Zm

be the corresponding varieties near K, and set Z = Dzf, so that Z is a variety

near K which contains yj(¿). We see that the germ of Z at y agrees with the

germ of W at >- for each y in i¿<¿).   Hence there is a set W0 which is a
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neighborhood of <p(L) in both W and Z; certainly <p~ (W0) is a neighborhood of

Z, in y and </> is a biholomorphism of ^_1(^o) onto ^o> hence ip(L) is holomor-

phically convex in Z. Finally ker(7) = {/: (f\Z) = 0 near y(L)}.

Now <¿> induces an isomorphism T3: T(<p(L), 0Z) —► T(L, 0X) and we

have the natural maps

J, : T(X, 0^) -* T(K n Z, 0Z),    T2 : T(K n Z, 0Z) — r(<p(L), 0Z).

It is clear that T =T3° T2° Tx; since 73 is an isomorphism it follows that T2

is onto, and this completes the proof.

We remark that, because the proof shows that ip is a biholomorphism of a

neighborhood of L onto a neighborhood of ¡p(L) in Z, the decomposition of T

is unique. We also arrive at the following simple characterization of those ideals

which are kernels of surjections.

Corollary 5.7.   Let J be a radical ideal in r(K, 0X).  Then the follow-

ing statements are equivalent:

(i) there is an analytic space (Y, 0Y), a compact holomorphically convex

set LCY and a surjection T: r(K, 0X) —* r(L, 0Y) with ken[T) = J;

(ii) the ideal generated by the image ofJ under the natural map p: T(K, 0X)

—* T(Z(J), 0X) is finitely generated;

(iii)   fAe restriction of the sheaf S(J ) to Z(J) is coherent;

(iv)   for each x in Z(J) there is a variety V near K such that Jy =

{a: (a \V) = 0} for each y in Z(J) near x.

Proof. It was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.6 that (i) implies (iv). The

equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Theorem 4.1, while it follows from Theo-

rem 4.2 that (iv) implies (ii). To see that (iii) implies (i), choose functionsgx,...,

gs in / which generate the ideal of a variety, call it W, and such that ygx,. . . ,

ygs generate Jy for each v in Z(J). It is easy to see that / = {A: (h\W) = 0 near

Z(/)}.  Let

p, : T(K, 0X) -+ T(K n W, 0W),   p2: r(K n W, 0W) -* T(Z(J), 0W)

be the natural maps. It is easy to see that Z(J) «s ?he intersection of a descend-

ing family of sets of the form K n V, where F is a variety near K.  By Theorem

3.6, each of these sets is holomorphically convex, and it is easy to see that Z(J)

is then holomorphically convex also. The homomorphism px is surjective by

Theorem 3.6, p2 is surjective by Lemma 5.4 and ker(p2 o px) = /, which com-

pletes the proof.
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